EVALUATION
STP/Senate Engagement Event
th

12 May 2017, Whittle Suite, Haydock Park Racecourse
1. Did the event meet your expectations – 100% - Yes
COMMENTS:





Exceeded them!
More than met it, really good event
I didn’t expect as much interaction and that was good
Morning session on communicating to public and the political
perspective excellent – afternoon presentations on STPs rather flat in
comparison

2. Did you gain a local overview of STPs across Cheshire & Merseyside /
Lancashire & South Cumbria / Greater Manchester
COMMENTS:

Yes



Similar problems but different
solutions and at different stages



All STP presentations were rather
bland stating the obvious lacking
detail or any innovative options

No

3. Did you gain an understanding of the North West Senates – 100% - Yes
COMMENTS:


A little, not sure it has to be such a large footprint, but good to share
ideas

4. How do you think Senates can support STPs effectively in the future
COMMENTS:








Bringing together a multi-professional community to learn and share
together
Senates have a pivotal role in confirming the evidence base required
for substantive change in secondary and tertiary healthcare provision.
Where this is done well, constructive consultation and dialogue with the
public and workforce can take place where the evidence can provide
the necessary assurance / reassurance necessary for system change
Input into service transformation plans
Providing support and advice on the feasibility of plans
Reviewing aspects of change, being a critical friend and sharing good
practice with other areas
Be asked to review specific proposals

5. Are there any specific topics you would like future Senate events to focus
on?
COMMENTS:







Approaches to robust engagement across health and care workforce
Ensuring early intervention and prevention are inherent in any
proposed change to clinical services and practice
How to ensure the enhanced role of the “empowered patient” in any
proposed significant changes to clinical provision and system design
Discussion on specific key areas e.g. mental health, primary care,
emergency care
Mainstreaming Genomics
Service reconfiguration in Manchester of secondary care with the
merged hospital (if approved). How well pathways integrated with
Primary Care

6. Would you like to make any other comments/feedback?
COMMENTS:




Really enjoyed the day
I thought the event was excellent, really informative
It was enjoyable and instructive. Good speaker from London (or was it
Scotland)

